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Here we have a new dog hero, “Jim," enlisted in the service of 
the backwoods police. Out of his experiences, Major Roberts has 
made a most entertaining — and frequently thrilling — book. Few 
writers know animal nature as does Major Roberts, still fewer are 
able to write as sympathetically and intelligently of their ways. Jim 
will undoubtedly be welcomed into the company of dog heroes, for he 
is a real dog and a thoroughly likeable one. In addition to the story 
of Jim, which comprises the bulk of the book, there are three other 
animal stories, all in Mr. Roberts’ best vein : Stripes, The Un
concerned ; The Mule, and The Eagle.

The present work shows the author at his best; it is a pleasing 
addition to his series of outdoor tales.
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“ Almost any boy will enjoy ‘The Pirate of Jasper Peak.’ It is a 
regular boys’ story of the Montana forest region and contains many 
of those adventures so clear to the boyish heart. The sole object of 
the book is to entertain, and it succeeds in its mission. ... It is 
just an entertaining book written in careful, and plain diction. . . . 
The average boy will pick this book up and keep reading it until he 
finally reaches the end and learns how the power of the pirate was 
broken.” — The Springfield Union.

“When we chance upon a worthy juvenile like ‘The Pirate of 
Jasper Peak’ we feel gleeful. It is within a boy’s understanding ; it 
touches his interests ; the incidents are probable ; there is no gush, 
and no newsboy gets to be a millionaire. Instead we have the story 
of a boy’s experience in northern Minnesota, a region which is well 
described. The Swedish immigrants of that region are pictured in a 
notable way and our hero assists one of them to prove his land claim 
against the persecutions of a half-breed Indian neighbor. It is a 
compact narrative told with humor.” — Chicago Evening Post.
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